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Abstract—Depth-image-based-rendering (DIBR) has been used
to generate the virtual views for Multi-view videos and Free-
viewpoint videos. However, the quality assessment of DIBR-
synthesized views is very challenging owing to the new types of
distortions induced by inaccurate depth maps, dis-occlusions and
image inpainting methods. There exist a large number of object
shifts and geometric distortions in the synthesized view which the
traditional 2D quality metrics may fail to assess. In this paper,
we propose a shift compensation based image quality assessment
metric (SC-IQA) for DIBR-synthesized views. Firstly, the global
geometric shift is compensated roughly by an SURF + RANSAC
homography approach. Then, a multi-resolution block matching
method, which performs a more accurate matching, is used to
precisely compensate the shift and penalize the local geometric
distortion as well. In addition, a visual saliency map is also used as
a weighting function. To calculate the final overall quality scores,
only the worst blocks are utilized since the biggest distortions
have the most effects on the overall perceptual quality. The
results show that the proposed metric significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art synthesized view dedicated metrics and the
conventional 2D IQA metrics.

Index Terms—Synthesized view, Quality assessment, Shift com-
pensation, Affine transform, Block matching

I. INTRODUCTION

Enabling users to view a 3D scene from different an-
gles, Free-viewpoint TV (FTV) and Multiview TV have
gained great public interest and curiosity in the past decade.
Multiview-Video-Plus-Depth (MVD) is the main representa-
tion method for 3D applications. It consists of limited number
of texture views from different viewpoints and their associated
depth maps, which are used to synthesize the virtual views
at other viewpoints based on Depth-Image-Based-Rendering
(DIBR) [1]. However, view synthesis can also induce some
new types of distortion due to depth errors, dis-occlusions
and inpainting methods. The distortions caused by 2D image
compression, such as blur, blockiness and ringing, are often
scattered over the whole image while the DIBR-synthesized
distortions are mostly local. Besides, inaccurate depth maps
and imperfect image impainting methods can also introduce
object shifting and geometric distortions in the synthesized
views. For this reason, the conventional 2D quality metrics do
not work well on DIBR-synthesized artifacts. Thus, quality

metrics suitable for synthesized views are urgently needed.
Such an effective quality metric could be used as a feedback to
optimize not only the view synthesis but also the compression.

In order to solve this problem, several full-reference (FR)
methods have been proposed to evaluate the quality of DIBR-
synthesized views in the past few years.

1) VSQA: View Synthesis Quality Assessment [2] was pro-
posed aiming to characterize the image complexity by
applying three weighting maps on the SSIM distortion
map. The gain of PLCC approached 17.8% over original
SSIM in correlation with subjective judgment.

2) 3DSwIM: 3D Synthesized view Image Quality Metric
[3] is based on a comparison of statistical features of
wavelet sub-bands of the original and DIBR-synthesized
images. A registration process and a skin detection step
are used to make sure that the best matching blocks are
always compared, and that the most sensitive distorted
blocks are penalized.

3) MW-PSNR, MP-PSNR: Morphological Wavelet Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio measure [4] and Morphological
Pyramid Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio [5] were proposed
by Sandic-Stankovic et al. to handle the geometric
distortions in different resolution levels. In addition, their
reduced versions, the reduced MW-PSNR (MWPSNRr)
and reduced MP-PSNR (MP-PSNRr) in [6], were also
proposed to improve the performance.

4) CT-IQA: a variable-length context tree based image
quality assessment [7] proposed by Ling et al. aims to
quantify the overall structure dissimilarity and dissimi-
larities in various contour characteristics.

5) EM-IQA: In [8], Ling et al. also proposed an elastic
metric based image quality assessment metric by quan-
tifying the deformation of curves in the local distortion
regions.

According to recent research [9], Human Visual System
(HVS) is more sensitive to local artifacts compared to the
global object shift. However, the global shift in DIBR-
synthesized views can be easily penalized by most pixel-wise
quality metrics, eg. PSNR, SSIM. In this paper, we propose an
FR shift compensation based image quality assessment metric
(SC-IQA) for DIBR-synthesized views. Besides, we use a
visual saliency map to weight the final quality map. This paper



Fig. 1. Block scheme of the proposed method

is organized as follows: the proposed method is introduced in
Section II, the experimental results on the IRCCyN/IVC DIBR
database [10] are presented and discussed in Section III and
finally the conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, the proposed FR metric is introduced in
detail. We assume that the reference views, which is captured
at the same viewpoints as the synthesized views, are available;
and the FR metrics compute the distortions between the
synthesized and the reference views. As mentioned above,
the global shift is acceptable to human observer while it can
be easily penalized by pixel-wise metrics. Thus, the proposed
method concentrates on compensating the global shift between
the DIBR-synthesized views and the reference views.

The block diagram is shown in Fig. 1, the proposed shift
compensation method consists of two parts: firstly, the global
geometric shift is compensated approximately by feature
points matching and transform is used to compensate the
shift roughly; then, we use block matching to compensate it
precisely. Besides, a saliency map is also used as a weighting
function to improve the performance. The final overall quality
scores are obtain by measuring the γ % worst matched blocks
since human observers are more sensitive to poor quality
regions rather than the good ones.

A. Feature points matching and transform

Fig. 2 (a) gives an example of the SSIM map between the
synthesized image and the reference image in the adopted
database [10], it could be observed that there exists great
global shift between the synthesized image and the reference
image. In this part, the global geometric shift is compen-
sated roughly by SURF [11] + RANSAC [12] homography
approach.

Firstly, SURF feature points in the reference and synthe-
sized images are detected and matched. Then, to be robust,
the RANSAC algorithm is used to refine the matching and
estimate the homography matrix H . After that, the pixels of the
synthesized image are warped to the corresponding positions
in reference image by H. The SSIM map before transform, the
matched feature point pairs and the SSIM map after transform
are shown in Fig. 2.

We can observe that the global shift between the synthesized
and the reference images has been roughly compensated. In
the next step, we use block matching to compensate the shift
precisely.

B. Block matching

In this part, a multi-resolution block matching algorithm is
used to precisely compensate the shift and also to detect the
large geometric distortions. In the first step, we use a large
block N1 × N1 (N1 = 64) for primary matching; then we
use a small block N2×N2 (N2 = 8) for final matching. The
matching process can be described by the following steps:

1) Divide the synthetized view into a regular grid of N1×
N1 blocks;

2) For each N1×N1 block, search for the best matching
block in the reference view. The best matching block is
the one showing the largest following similarity crite-
rion:

sim(s, r) =
con(s, r) + ε

var(s) + var(r) + ε
(1)

where s, r denote the blocks in the synthesized image
and the reference image; the operation cov and var
denote the co-variance and variance respectively; ε is
a constant value to stabilize the division with weak
denominator.

3) Each N1×N1 block is divided into smaller N2×N2
blocks and the process is repeated with a smaller search
window.

Since the shift only occurs in the horizontal direction, we
only search the blocks in this direction for matching. We
assume the biggest shift in the synthesized image to be 30,
the search windows of N1 and N2 are restricted to 30 and 5
respectively.

The goal of this multi-resolution block matching algorithm
is to compensate the global shift and penalize the local
geometric distortions. Now, if we directly use N2×N2 block
for matching, and set the search window to 30 (the biggest shift
range in the synthesized image), the computational complexity
will be much higher. Besides, as shown in Fig. 3, there exists
great geometric distortion in the red block (N1 × N1) in
Fig. 3 (a) compared to its matched block in the reference



(a) SSIM map before transform (b) optimized matched feature point pairs (c) SSIM map after transform

Fig. 2. Example of feature points matching and transform

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Block matching: (a), (b) are the patches in the synthesized and the
reference image; (c) block in the synthesized image; (d) matched block in the
reference image

image (the red block in Fig. 3 (b)). If we directly use 8 × 8
block for matching and set the searching window to 30, the
best matched block for the block in Fig. 3 (c) is the red
block in Fig. 3 (d). There exists little difference between
these two red blocks, so the geometric distortion will not
be penalized. On the contrary, if we use the proposed multi-
resolution block matching method, the matched block is the
green one, this geometric distortion will be surely penalized.
The multi-resolution approach is thus more robust.

C. Saliency weighting

In addition, a saliency detection [13] is also used as a
weighting map to improve the performance of the proposed
metric. The distortion of each N2×N2 block is measured by
averaging the weighted mean square errors between the blocks
of the synthesized and the reference images, as shown in:

MSEB =

∑
(i,j)∈B (syn(i, j)− ref(i, j))2 × Salmap(i, j)∑

(i,j)∈B Salmap(i, j)
(2)

where B means the matched N2×N2 blocks; (i, j) denotes
the pixel in the block; syn and ref represent the blocks in the
synthesized image and reference image respectively; Salmap
represents the saliency map in this block.

D. Quality pooling

Since the humans tend to perceive poor regions in an image
with more severity than the good ones [9], [14], we only use
the blocks with the worst quality to calculate the final quality

as shown in Eq. 3.

MSEW =
1

NW

∑
i∈W

MSEB(i) (3)

where W represents the set of the worst 1% blocks in the
image, NW is the number of items in the set W.

The final quality scores are computed as the following
equation:

ScoreSC−IQA = 10× log10(255× 255/MSEW ) (4)

where a higher quality score indicates a better quality.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes and discusses the experiments of
the proposed SC-IQA metric. The performance of SC-IQA
is tested on the IRCCyN/IVC DIBR database [10], which
consists of 84 synthesized views generated by seven different
DIBR view synthesis algorithmsand their associated 12 refer-
ence views along with the subjective scores - mean opinion
score (MOS).

Fig. 4. Scatter plot of SC-IQA quality score versus DMOS

The performance of objective quality metrics can be rep-
resented by their correlations with subjective judgements. In
this paper, the following 3 widely employed criteria are used:



Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficients (PLCC), Spearmans
Rank Order Correlation Coefficients (SROCC) and Root-
Mean-Square-Error (RMSE). Before calculating these 3 co-
efficients, the objective scores need to be regressed to remove
the nonlinearities due to the subjective rating process, as
recommended by Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG) Phase
I FR-TV [15]. The scatter plot of the predicted scores versus
the subjective scores and the regression function are shown in
Fig. 4.

The comparison results of the proposed metric (with γ =
1), the state-of-the-art DIBR dedicated quality metrics and the
commonly used 2D quality metrics are concluded in Table I. It
shows that the proposed metric significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art DIBR dedicated quality metrics: MW-PSNR,
MP-PSNR, MP-PSNRr, MW-PSNRr, 3DSwIM, VSQA, CT-
IQA and EM-IQA, and the commonly utilized 2D image
quality metrics: PSNR, SSIM.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED METRIC AND THE

STATE-OF-THE-ART METRICS (WITH γ = 1)

Metric PLCC RMSE SROCC
PSNR 0.4557 0.5927 0.4417
SSIM 0.4348 0.5996 0.4004

3DSwIMr 0.6864 0.4842 0.6125
VSQA 0.6122 0.5265 0.6032

MW-PSNR 0.6200 0.5224 0.5739
MW-PSNRr 0.6625 0.4987 0.6232
MP-PSNR 0.6729 0.4925 0.6272
MP-PSNRr 0.6954 0.4784 0.6606

CT-IQA 0.6809 0.4877 —
EM-IQA 0.7430 0.4455 —
SC-IQA 0.8496 0.3511 0.7640

In addition, the performance dependency of the proposed
metric on ratio γ% is also discussed as shown in Fig. 5. Espe-
cially the ratio 0 is associated with the proposed metric without
saliency map. According to Fig. 5, the use of the saliency map
improves the proposed metric slightly; the performance of the
proposed metric goes down as the ratio increases, however
even the lowest scores are still superior to most of the state-
of-the-art metrics in Table I. This shows the robustness of the
proposed metric.

Fig. 5. Performance dependency of the proposed metric with the changing
ratios (γ%)

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel full-reference shift com-
pensation based image quality assessment metric for DIBR-
synthesized views (SC-IQA). An SURF + RANSAC homog-
raphy approach and a multi-resolution block matching are used
to compensate the global shift and to penalize the geometric
distortions as well. The experimental results show that it
significantly outperforms the state-of-the art 3D synthesized
view dedicated metrics: 3DSwIM, MP-PSNR, MW-PSNR,
CT-IQA, EM-IQA and the conventional 2D IQA metrics:
PSNR, SSIM.
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